DS
Last Name
First Name
College
Position
Final Grade
Dean III
Trey
UF
CB
5.40
Height 6’3
Weight 200
40 speed 4.52
Test Score
ATHLETIC ABILITY
SECTION GRADE:
5.2
Q.A.B
5.0
Shows decent quickness,agility and balance in short spaces.Mostly off of anticipation and reaction
Quick Feet
5.0
within 7 years of the line of scrimmage. Lacks some consistency in coverage beyond and doesn't
C.O.D.
5.0
necessarily bend and turn his hips well in the open field. Good but not great footwork needed for a
Flexibility
5.0
corner but could suffice in zone coverage.
Coordination
6.0
COMPETITIVENESS
SECTION GRADE:
5.5
Toughness
6.0
Was available for the majority of his career and playing was mostly based off ability not health. Physical
Clutch Play
5.0
player and made plays in the box. Not extremely productive as he only recorded a few INT’s in his
Production
5.0
career and also didn’t record many tackles. Seems to have a good attitude about his role and willing to
Consistency
5.0
get better.
Team Player
6.0
Pride / Quit
6.0
MENTAL ALERTNESS
SECTION GRADE:
5.16
Learn / Retain
5.0
Very physical in his approach with active hands. Good in tight spaces, but needs to react faster in man
Inst/Reaction
5.5
coverage. Doesn’t bend well but need to make up for it by anticipation and better concentration from
Concentration
5.0
play to play.
STRENGTH / EXPLOSION
SECTION GRADE:c 5.75
Body Type
6.0
Tall frame at 6’3 but good size at 200lbs. Still needs to improve his strength for the next level. Playing
time in college was more based on his ability not availability as he stayed relatively healthy. Not an
Durability
6.0
explosive athlete and doesn’t twist his hips well enough for man coverage. Doesn’t possess great
Explosion
5.0
recovery speed.
Play Strength
6.0

GDE
CATEGORY
5.5 READ & REACT
5.0 M / M COVERAGE
6.0

ZONE COVERAGE

5.5

BREAK AND CLOSE

5.0

HIPS / TURN ABIL.

6.0

TACKLING

6.0

HITTING ABILITY

6.0

HANDS- INT.

reacts COMMENTS DESCRIPTION
GAMES VIEWED
COMBINE NOTES
Reacts well closer to the LOS.
FSU
225 REPS
VERTICAL JUMP
Not great in Man Coverage but very South Carolina
Tennessee
BROAD JUMP
physical and uses his hands well.
20 SHUTTLE
Vulnerable to double moves.
60 SHUTTLE
DNP
Good in zone coverage closer to the
3
CONE
LOS.Very aggressive and handsy
rerouting receivers. .
Closes well in zone coverages but
struggles in space at times. Not a
very explosive athlete.
Doesn’t move well and will need to
improve to keep up with smaller
quicker WRs.
Aggressive and explodes through the
ball carrier. Seems more comfortable
around the LOS.
Aggressive and loves to play
physical Has more of a Safety
Mentality.
Good hands around the LOS but not
many INTs in college. Not a ball
hawk but with his height should be
more active in 50/50 balls if he can
get in the right position. Should have
more INT’s in his career.

5.5

HANDS FGT-BLK

Needs to be consistent fighting off
blocks.More physicality when
challenged constantly.
5.0 DEEP SPEED
Does Not possess great speed.
-RETURN ABILITY
n/a
5.0 ERRORS
Recovery speed not great and often
can get off blocks to make plays in
the run game.
STRONG POINTS
Willing tackler with good hands in jamming at the line. Plays very
physical and his height should be an advantage against taller receivers
on the next level.

CRITICAL FACTORS
ATHLETIC ABILITY 6.0
TACKLING
6.0
PLAY SPEED
5.5

COVERAGE 5.0
COMPETES 6.0
INSTINCTS 5.0

cOCWEAKNESSES
Not great COD and gets caught up in blocks in pursuit of ball
carriers. Does not show well in man coverage struggles with
recovery speed.

SUMgrGreat MARY
Uses his hands well in press coverage and is very physical at the POA. Needs to get stronger for the next level. Not built for much man
coverage right now but can play zone. Better around the line of scrimmage and could bulk up a little and play FS. In my opinion he
played against great competition in the SEC and can help out a squad on special teams.His height is very intriguing for some teams when
it comes to covering taller WR’s and TE’s. He is a 4th or 5th round pick at best but will definitely could fit well with a zone heavy
defense some day.
.

